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Introduction and Background 

Evidence-Centered Design (ECD) is a view of assessment as evidentiary argument: it is an 

argument from what we observe students say, do, or make in a few circumstances to inferences 

about what they say, do or make more generally (Mislevy, Steinberg & Almond, 2003). ECD can 

serve as a cornerstone of test validation, providing items that are well-matched to the domain 

definition and inferences that can be drawn from students’ performances. As the ECD process is 

implemented and the test is developed, the domain from which the content is drawn is delineated 

at both general and specific levels and items are created to assess the key aspects of the domain. 

Thus, both content and construct evidence for validity is built in during the development of the 

items (Ebel & Frisbie, 1991; Fuhrman, 1996). This technical report lays out the basic ideas of 

ECD and then focuses intensively on the second stage of ECD, referred to as domain modeling 

and the theory and use of Design Patterns. Below the layers of ECD are introduced and some 

details about each layer are presented. Attention is paid, in particular, to the domain modeling 

layer during which Design Patterns are created.  

Layers in Evidence-Centered Assessment Design 

ECD is organized around the five layers described in Table 1. The layers are referred to in 

terms of the roles they play in the assessment design and development process: Domain 

Analysis, Domain Modeling, Conceptual Assessment Framework, Implementation, and 

Assessment Delivery. Each layer involves the use of key concepts and entities, knowledge 

representations, workflow, and communications tools. 

Because ECD enables test developers to refine, document, and implement the functions and 

design decisions within each of the five layers independently, the developers can carry decisions 

through the other layers to guarantee that the eventual pieces of the operational assessment are 

consistent with each other and with the intended assessment argument. Not all elements of all 

layers may be detailed in a given assessment; different assessments, depending on their nature 

and purpose, will focus more attention on some layers than others. Each layer in the assessment 

design process is briefly described below. 

Domain Analysis (Layer 1) 

In Domain Analysis, the assessment designer gathers information about concepts, 

terminology, representational forms, and ways of interacting in the domain to be assessed. Lists 

of content and process standards, statements of “big ideas,” sample assessment items, knowledge 

representations (e.g., charts, flow diagrams) used in the domain, classroom experience, and 

cognitive research are examples of sources that can be collected and examined during the domain 

analysis process. In the AAD-ELA project, the domain analysis layer of ECD is expressed in the 

Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English-Language Arts and the North Carolina 

Extended CCSS.  

Domain Modeling (Layer 2) 

In Domain Modeling, information that is gathered during Domain Analysis is organized 

along the lines of an assessment argument. This layer articulates the argument that connects 

observations of students’ actions in various situations to inferences about what they know or can 

do. In Domain Modeling, the assessment argument takes a narrative form—the assessment 

designer specifies proficiencies of interest, sketches observations that provide evidence of those 
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proficiencies, and identifies ways of arranging situations in which students can provide evidence 

of their proficiencies. This is the layer of ECD in which the knowledge representation referred to 

as a Design Pattern is created. Design Patterns were developed originally in an NSF-funded 

project, “Principled Assessment Designs for Inquiry (PADI)” (Mislevy, et al., 2003). 

 

 

The original PADI project ended in 2008, but the online assessment design system that was 

developed through the NSF grant continues to be used by others involved in designing 

assessments. Approximately 200 Design Patterns have been developed—some of these Design 

Patterns were created during the original PADI project, but others during subsequent assessment 

design projects. These subsequent projects encountered Design Patterns either as a software 

template that was part of the PADI online assessment design system or as a stand-alone word 

document that was completed during an assessment design process implemented outside of the 

PADI system. 

A core of Design Pattern attributes are specified in each Design Pattern; these core attributes 

are introduced later in this technical report. They are associated with Messick’s (1994) 

conceptualization of the assessment argument. Oftentimes, however, a particular project may add 

an attribute to the standard set of design pattern attributes in order to address a particular feature 
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needed for their design work. For example, in the NSF-funded project titled, “An Application of 

Evidence-Centered Design to a State’s Large Scale Science Assessment,” the Design Pattern 

attribute called Narrative Structures was added to the Design Pattern. Narrative Structures are 

helpful in thinking through the storylines that are presented as contexts for the items included in 

the scenario-based assessment tasks that were developed in that project. In the AAD-ELA 

project, no additional attributes were added to the Design Pattern form, although the list of 

Additional Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (AKSAs) to be identified was extended to include 

not only Cognitive Background Information (e.g., prerequisite knowledge about the content 

being assessed), but also many types of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) knowledge and 

skills that might be required for successful performance. Thus, the Design Pattern form and 

attributes for any particular assessment design process may vary to reflect project requirements. 

The focus of ECD at this domain modeling layer is to articulate the key elements of an 

assessment argument schema. Toulmin’s (1958) diagram for argument structures provided a 

general structure that captures the features of arguments, in terms of claims, data, and warrants. 

These argument features provide a starting point for domain modeling. (See Figure 1 for the 

basic structure of Toulmin’s argument.) In applying the Toulmin argument structure to the 

design of assessment arguments, the components of the argument are adapted, as follows. The 

claim (C) refers to the target of the assessment, such as level of proficiency in scientific problem-

solving, or ability to use language appropriately in varying contexts. Data (D) refers to the 

quality of responses to questions, or behaviors observed in particular situations and are provided 

to support the claims. The warrant (W) is the logic or reasoning that explains why certain data 

should be considered appropriate evidence for certain claims. The backing for the argument (B) 

refers to the research, observations, and other types of evidence that support the argument being 

put forth. The alternative explanations (A) are the counterfactuals that might explain the claims 

being put forth. The alternative explanations are based on rebuttal evidence (R). Much of the 

information for constructing an assessment argument will have been marshaled during Domain 

Modeling, although iterating among the ECD layers in order to refine the assessment argument is 

typical of most assessment design efforts. 

 

Design Patterns are an example of a knowledge representation that supports work in the 

domain modeling layer (Mislevy et al. 2003; Mislevy & Haertel, 2006; Mislevy, Behrens et al., 

2010). Analogous to design work in architecture (Alexander, Ishikawa, & Silverstein, 1977) and 

Figure 1: Toulmin’s (1958) Structure for Arguments 
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software engineering (Gamma et al., 1994), users of ECD in assessment rely on Design Patterns 

to help organize information from domain analysis into the form of an assessment argument. In 

the world of design, Design Patterns function like design objects. 

Design Patterns help assessment designers complete an assessment argument around some 

theme in the domain of interest, such as model-based reasoning in science (Mislevy, 

Riconscente, & Rutstein, 2009), negotiating apology situations in language testing , interpreting 

fractions in mathematics, or analyzing the plot of a story in English-Language Arts. The structure 

of the Design Pattern is organized around the structure of an assessment argument. Thus, filling 

in the Design Pattern renders explicit the relationships among the information that is required to 

guide the development of assessment tasks in a particular domain. The information entered into 

the Design Pattern is related to the components that comprise the assessment argument—the 

student, evidence and task models. The student, evidence, and task models are foreshadowed in 

the Design Pattern attributes and further specified by the assessment experts in the third layer of 

ECD, the Conceptual Assessment Framework (CAF); while the domain content to be assessed is 

contributed by the content experts as they participate with the assessment experts to complete the 

Design Pattern. 

Table 2 shows: (1) the attributes of a Design Pattern, (2) definitions of the attributes, (3) the 

connection of attributes to the Toulmin assessment argument (claims, actions, and situations), 

and (4) connections of the attributes to the student, evidence and task models which comprise the 

Conceptual Assessment Framework (CAF), the third layer of ECD. (The CAF is discussed in the 

following section of this report) Centered on the knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) in a 

content domain, a Design Pattern offers approaches for gathering evidence about those 

capabilities, organized in such a way as to lead toward the design of particular tasks, scoring 

rubrics, measurement models, and other more technical elements required in a well-designed 

assessment. 

In the AAD-ELA project, Design Patterns were created to represent selected North Carolina 

Extended Common Core State Standards, which had been aligned to the CCSS.  
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Table 2: Assessment Argument Elements and Design Pattern Attributes  

  

Assessment 
Argument Elements 

& Guiding 
Questions 

Design Pattern 
Attribute Definition of Design Pattern Attribute 

 Title Short name for the Design Pattern 

Summary Brief description of the family of tasks implied by the 
Design Pattern 

Rationale Nature of the KSA of interest and how it is manifest 

Student 
Model/Claim 

What construct 
(complex of student 
attributes) should 
be assessed? 

Focal KSAs The primary knowledge/skills/abilities targeted by this 
Design Pattern 

Supported 
Benchmarks 

State benchmarks that this Design Pattern supports  

Additional KSAs Other knowledge/skills/abilities that may be required by 
tasks motivated by this Design Pattern 

Evidence 
Model/Actions 

What behaviors 
should reveal the 
construct? 

Potential 
Observations 

Things students say, do, or make that can provide 
evidence about the Focal  KSAs 

Potential Work 
Products 

Features of Work Products that encapsulate evidence 
about the Focal KSAs 

Task Model/ 
Situation 

What tasks elicit 
those behaviors? 

Characteristic 
Features 

Aspects of assessment situations likely to evoke the 
desired evidence. 

Variable Features Aspects of assessment situations that can be varied in 
order to control difficulty or target emphasis on various 
aspects of the KSAs 
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Conceptual Assessment Framework (CAF) (Layer 3) 

The work at Layer 3, the Conceptual Assessment Framework, focuses on technical 

specifications for the “nuts and bolts” of the assessment. Three models comprise the CAF: 

student, evidence, and task. These three models are specified by the assessment designers and 

psychometricians and are linked via the student-model variables, observable variables, work 

products, and task model variables (Mislevy & Riconcente, 2005). In the CAF, details about task 

features, measurement models, structures, and stimulus materials are expressed in terms of 

representations and data structures. 

The Student Model identifies aspects of student proficiencies. The number, character, and 

grain size are determined to serve the purpose of the assessment. 

The Task Model describes the environment in which students say, do or make something. It 

specifies the forms and key features of directives, stimulus materials, and features of the 

presentation such as simulation capabilities in technology-based tasks. A key decision in 

specifying the Task Model is the identification of work products – the assessment designer may 

choose among alternative formats such as multiple choice items, open-ended items, performance 

tasks, artifacts (e.g., a drawing, physical model), video, oral presentations, or essays. Other 

examples of task related decisions that assessment designers make include specifying the 

number, sequence, and complexity of steps to be completed in a multipart task such as an 

investigation, specifying the “look and feel” of the graphical interface that is used in online 

assessment tasks, or the degree of scaffolding provided for a task. 

The Evidence Model bridges the student and task models. It consists of two sub-models: the 

evaluation component and the statistical component. The first component is task-level scoring: 

identifying and evaluating salient aspects of student work, to produce values of observable 

variables. This component typically specifies the rubrics that are used in scoring tasks. The 

second sub-model, the statistical component, synthesizes data across tasks using a measurement 

model, such as simple number-right scores (proficiencies), Item Response Theory (IRT) 

modeling, or Rasch analyses. In the AAD-ELA project, a formalized version of the CAF was not 

built. A summary task template was created to document key information about the scoring and 

measurement model used by each state participating in the project, but detailed scoring 

specifications and modeling parameters were not pursued. Since the goal of the AAD-ELA 

project was to illustrate the use of Design Patterns and their support for assessment task 

development, the specification of the CAF was beyond the resources of this project. 

Assessment Implementation (Layer 4) 

The work at the Assessment Implementation layer includes authoring tasks, finalizing rubrics 

or automated scoring rules, estimating parameters in the measurement models, and producing 

fixed test forms or algorithms to assemble tailored tests. Because of the compatible data 

structures developed in the prior layers, the assessment designer can leverage the value of the 

design system for authoring or generating future tasks, calibrating items, presenting materials, or 

interacting with examinees. In the AAD-ELA project, the authoring of ELA items exemplifies 

the Assessment Implementation Layer of ECD. 
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Assessment Delivery (Layer 5) 

In the Assessment Delivery layer of ECD, the test taker interacts directly with tasks, 

performances are evaluated, and feedback and reports are produced. One delivery system 

architecture that has been incorporated in ECD is the Four Process Delivery System (Almond, 

Steinberg & Mislevy, 2002). In the AAD-ELA project, the assessment items were individually 

administered to all participating students. Students used their typical response mode in answering 

items.  
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The Design Pattern 

Design Patterns bridge knowledge about aspects of a domain that an individual wants to 

assess and the structures of a coherent assessment argument in a format that can guide task 

creation and assessment implementation. The focus at the Design Pattern level is on the 

substance of the assessment argument rather than on the technical details of operational elements 

and assessment delivery systems, which are addressed at subsequent layers of the ECD process 

(i.e., the Conceptual Assessment Framework (CAF) layer, the Implementation layer, and the 

Delivery layer). In this section of the technical report, the nature and role of Design Patterns in 

assessment design is considered. Appendix A contains a Design Pattern in the area of Reading. It 

is a fully developed example of a Design Pattern developed for the AAD-ELA project. This 

Design Pattern is titled “Reading: Ask and Answer Questions Using Text.” Other AAD-ELA 

technical reports contain examples of additional Design Patterns that were used to guide the 

development of exemplar English-Language Arts tasks for students with significant cognitive 

disabilities as part of the AAD-ELA project. Appendix A also contains a Development 

Specifications and Exemplar Task Template. This template is used to support the development of 

the assessment tasks. 

The Role Design Patterns Play in Assessment Design 

As stated in the prior section, the domain modeling layer of ECD specifies the relationships 

among the knowledge and skills in the domain to be assessed. Design Patterns are an example of 

a domain modeling tool. In the case of the AAD-ELA project, all of the Design Patterns 

generated are all within the domain of English Language Arts (grades 3-8 and high school) and 

each Design Pattern falls within one of the strands of the Common Core State Standards in 

English-Language Arts—Reading :Literature, Informational Text, and Foundational Skills; 

Writing; Language; and  Speaking and Listening. Each Design Pattern is also aligned with the 

North Carolina Extended Common Core State Standards (NCECCSS) for ELA. The decision to 

align to the NCECCSS was made by the states participating in the project after determining that 

strictly aligning to the CCSS was not going to produce items appropriate for students with 

significant cognitive disabilities. The states requested permission from North Carolina to use 

their extended ELA standards in designing the assessment items for the current project. This 

domain analysis of the ELA content to be assessed is fully described in Technical Report 3. The 

AAD-ELA project developed a Design Pattern using a codesign approach that involves experts 

in ELA content, measurement, and instruction in academics of students with significant cognitive 

disabilities. All of these types of expertise are needed to create operational assessment tasks and 

items in the domain of ELA for students with significant cognitive disabilities. 

As assessment diagrams, like the Toulmin diagram displayed in Figure 1, provide graphic 

support for understanding the structure of an overall assessment argument, Design Patterns 

provide support for detailing the substance of the assessment argument for the purposes of the 

assessment task development. Expertise research has provided common themes in the ways 

increasingly proficient people structure and use their knowledge in areas as diverse as chess, 

architecture, volleyball, shipboard navigation, and emergency room medicine (Ericsson, 1996). 

Identifiable kinds of things people do in certain kinds of situations are observed in domains and 

at levels of education quite different in their particulars. An example is the phenomenon of 

“design under constraint,” which is clearly at the heart of engineering and architecture but is 

equally apropos in creative domains such as writing a story or play and everyday activities such 
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as planning a vacation. Being able to recognize constraints, use strategies to address them, and 

monitor how one is progressing are common skills required for developing proficiency in any 

domain where one must “design in the face of constraints.” 

“Designing under constraints” is a schema that assessment designers may want to recognize 

in any domain that is the target of assessment. Design Patterns can be developed for different 

purposes. For example, a pattern for “designing under constraints” can be created to “flesh” out 

the attributes of an assessment argument to be applied across domains of expertise. A Design 

Pattern for “designing under constraints” also could be used to create a family of assessment 

tasks within a specific domain. Many times assessment designers are asked to develop tasks that 

evince this aspect of proficiency in the context of the domain’s particulars. A Design Pattern also 

can be created to develop an assessment argument that would generate a family of tasks within a 

standard. For example, an assessment designer can create a Design Pattern about “describing the 

shape and important features of data” and in so doing lays out the underlying assessment 

argument structure. As part of creating a Design Pattern, several KSAs can be identified for a 

given standard, objective, domain of expertise or cross-domain theme. Then using the potential 

variable features, which are part of the task model, and identified in the Design Pattern, the 

assessment designer can change the surface features of tasks and generate new tasks associated 

with the particular KSA. Thus, a Design Pattern can be used to guide the creation of a family of 

assessment tasks in a systematic and reliable way and ensure that the tasks will be closely 

aligned to the standard, learning objective, domain of expertise or cross-domain theme that they 

are intended to measure. Thus, Design Patterns are analogous to design objects in other fields. 

They organize experience across many particular situations in ways that help a designer 

recognize and tackle challenges such as planning work flow in a kitchen, generating software 

objects, creating clothing with intricate details and features on a large scale, or building a 

complex structure with several interdependent processes. Design Patterns for assessment design 

likewise help domain experts and assessment specialists “fill in the slots” of an assessment 

argument built around recurring themes in learning (Mislevy et al., 2003).  

“Filling in the Slots” of a Design Pattern to Create an Assessment Argument 

Design Patterns are intentionally non-technical, “centered around some aspect of KSAs, a 

Design Pattern is meant to offer a variety of approaches that can be used to get evidence about 

that knowledge or skill, organized in such a way as to lead toward the more technical work of 

designing particular tasks” (Mislevy & Riconscente, 2006, p. 72). 

When a Design Pattern is completed, it specifies elements that can be assembled into an 

assessment argument:  

 Focal Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities (KSAs) indicate the main claims about students 

that tasks created from the Design Pattern address. In the AAD-ELA Project, a focal KSA 

is related to the particular knowledge, skills and abilities associated with one of the CCSS 

and the related North Carolina extended ELA standard. The CCSS standard is: “Ask and 

answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, explicitly using the text as the 

basis for the answers.” The related North Carolina extended ELA standard is:” Answer 

questions to demonstrate recall of details from text.” Here is one of the three Focal KSA 

from the Design Pattern, “Ability to ask questions explicitly using the text (e.g., using 

quotations from the text, making specific references to or paraphrasing information 

presented in text) to demonstrate understanding (comprehension) of a text.” The second 
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Focal KSA associated with the ELA standards is: “Ability to answer questions explicitly 

using the text (e.g., using quotations from the text, making specific references to or 

paraphrasing information presented in text) to demonstrate understanding 

(comprehension) of a text.”  The third Focal KSA is “Ability to ask and answer questions 

explicitly using the text (e.g., using quotations from the text, making specific references 

to or paraphrasing information presented in text) to demonstrate understanding 

(comprehension) of a text.” 

 Additional KSAs may also be required to complete a task, such as whether familiarity 

with certain representational forms or ELA conventions are presumed. Additional KSAs 

are typically dealt with by supporting a student’s performance through the provision of 

content, skills, or examples that are not related to the targeted Focal KSA or by providing 

accommodations. The Additional KSA attribute makes task authors aware of assessment 

design choices and their implications—including possible explanations for poor 

performance due to the task requiring knowledge or skills other than the targeted KSA. 

These additional KSAs, if not addressed, may become sources of construct-irrelevant 

variance in Messick’s (1989) terminology. An example of an Additional KSA associated 

with Focal KSAs specified in the preceding paragraph is “Ability to paraphrase text.” 

This Additional KSA is a required skill in order to demonstrate the Focal KSAs specified 

above.  

 Potential Work Products are things students might say, do, or make that provide 

information about the Focal KSAs. Two Potential Work Products associated with the 

Focal KSAs specified above are: (1) Selection from a list of answers that include 

references to the passage; and (2) Expression of answer that includes a reference to 

information in the passage.”  

 Potential Observations are the aspects of the work products that constitute evidence. An 

example from the Design Pattern on asking and answering questions from a text is 

“Student correctly answers a question regarding the plot explicitly referring to the 

passage [book] to form the basis for the answers. (e.g., Given a passage, from Jamaica’s 

Find, student correctly answers the question “Why did Jamaica only have a few minutes 

to play?”  

Passage:  

When Jamaica arrived at the park, there was no one there. It was almost supper time, but 

she still had a few minutes to play. (Pavill, J. (1987). Jamaica’s Find. San Anselmo, CA: 

Sandpiper.) ” 

 Potential Rubrics are ways that the test administrator or scorer might evaluate work 

products in order to produce values along the dimension being observed. 

All of the Design Pattern attributes described above concern ways of getting evidence about 

the targeted proficiency (the Focal KSA)—and the wider the array of ways to get evidence, the 

better, so assessment designers can choose among a variety of possibilities to obtain evidence to 

suit the resources, constraints, and purposes of their particular situation.  

Characteristic and Variable Features of assessment tasks described specify aspects of the 

situation in which students act and produce work products.  
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 Characteristic Features are those that all assessment tasks motivated by the Design 

Pattern should possess in some form, because they are central to evoking evidence about 

the Focal KSAs. For example, all tasks inspired by the AAD-ELA Design Pattern, “The 

item must provide text that contains literal or explicit information.” 

 Variable Features address aspects of the assessment that the assessment designer can 

use to affect difficulty of the tasks or the focus of attention. In the “Provide categories 

(e.g., bags, baskets, graphic organizers) for students to sort different types of questions 

(e.g., who, what where when, why and how questions) into.”. 

As the assessment designer “fills in the slots” in the Design Pattern, the components or 

elements of the assessment argument described by Samuel Messick (1994) are foreshadowed. 

The Focal KSAs identify the proficiencies that will be included in the student model. The 

Additional KSAs identify the threats to the validity of the claims or inferences that can be drawn 

from the evidence acquired. The Potential Observations, Potential Work Products, and Potential 

Rubrics make clear the kinds of evidence that will be gathered and scored. Eventually these three 

types of information will be used to construct an Evidence Model, including evaluation decision 

rules and a measurement model. Finally, the Task Model will be constructed drawing on: (1) the 

Characteristic Features that must be present in all tasks, and (2) Potential Variable Features that 

can be manipulated to make the tasks vary in difficulty or focus. Completing the Design Pattern 

(filling in the slots) is not the same as articulating the student, task and evidence models, but it is 

the first step in the process and greatly supports the development of assessment tasks aligned to 

the Design Pattern. 

Conclusion 

Work at the domain modeling layer is important for improving the practice of assessment, 

especially for the reasoning and capabilities for situated actions that cognitive psychology calls 

to our attention. Experience with experimental tasks is valuable, but it is confounded with 

particular domains, psychological stances, knowledge representations, and delivery vehicles. 

Because proficiencies are the primary organizing category in Design Patterns, the assessment 

designer is able to keep a focus on the proficiency of interest and make sure a coherent 

assessment argument results. The specifics of response types, stimulus materials, measurement 

models, and delivery modes are then determined in light of the particular constraints and 

resources of the application. 

Liu and Haertel (2011) argue that Design Patterns are an epistemic form, similar to those 

catalogued and described by Collins and Ferguson (1993) and further illustrate the value of such 

tools in addressing complex design tasks. Collins and Ferguson chose the term “epistemic form” 

to underscore how a representation that builds around important principles can be a powerful 

cognitive tool, to help people organize work, coordinate their activities, and even construct new 

knowledge. Collins and Ferguson point out that epistemic forms range from simple lists to more 

complex forms such as blueprints and financial reports. Design Patterns are such a tool: the 

domain is assessment design, the underlying idea is the essential structure of assessment 

arguments, and the task at hand is to write assessment tasks.  

Collins and Ferguson assert that to use an “epistemic form” to full advantage, the user must 

learn to play the “epistemic game” required by the form. In the case of assessment design, the 

games one must learn to play with Design Patterns concern how to use the support they provide 
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for relating aspects of task features and scoring with validity argumentation into the larger design 

process—which includes deep knowledge of the content area, the students to be assessed, and the 

constraints and the resources that characterize the assessment project at hand.   

Design Patterns are particularly useful in guiding the development of complex assessments, 

including those used in the AAD-ELA assessment tasks. The Design Pattern has attributes that 

can be used to guard the validity of these complex assessments, which must take into account a 

large number of disabilities that can make it difficult for a student’s performance to be solely 

attributed to the knowledge and skill required by the Focal KSAs. The Design Pattern is seen to 

be a construct-oriented support tool, rather than simply just an organizational or procedural 

support tool. With the affordances of the Design Pattern, the assessment designer can guard 

against the introduction of construct irrelevant variance being inadvertently introduced into the 

assessment task due to the absence of skills that range from executive processing to perceptual 

capabilities to the use of language and symbols. While the Design Pattern tool does not eliminate 

all construct irrelevant variance, it can mitigate against the “noise” introduced into assessment 

tasks through less systematic design processes. 

The implementation of NCLB has called for the design of assessments that can validly 

measure domain content and skills for all students, including those with significant cognitive 

disabilities. This demand challenges both expert and novice assessment designers alike. We 

remain hopeful that Design Patterns are a support tool, derived under the framework of ECD that 

can usher in a new era of alternate assessment for these students. Design Patterns can document 

and make available the tacit knowledge that characterizes the work of experienced and talented 

assessment task developers With Design Patterns, assessment developers can remain focused on 

the proficiencies of interest and apply the cognitive knowledge more readily to the situational 

contexts required for the particular student population. In sum, Design Patterns are re-usable, 

generative, and sharable—with these documents, the advances in assessment design for special 

needs populations can be supported, documented, and communicated in such a way that the 

difficult thinking required to build valid tasks for these students can be made available to other 

designers. 
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Reading-Literature 3.1A: Ask and Answer Questions Using Text  
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Dauntay’s friend is Kristin. 
 

RdgLit.3.1A, Item A Stimulus Material 1 

 

Kristin 

RdgLit.3.1A, Item A Stimulus Material 3 

 

 

Teddy Bear 
RdgLit.3.1A, Item A Stimulus Material 2 
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Felipe went to the park.  

He sat in a swing.  

He pushed off with his toes.  

It was fun.  

Reading 3.1A, Item B Stimulus Material 1 
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At school 
 

RdgLit.3.1A, Item B Stimulus Material 3 

 

At home 
 

RdgLit.3.1A, Item B Stimulus Material 2 

 

At the park  
 

RdgLit.3.1A, Item B Stimulus Material 4 
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Eliana went for a ride down the 

slide. She slid down so fast that 

she fell in the sand. She lay on her 

back. When she rolled over, she 

saw a stuffed dog. It was a cuddly 

gray dog. It was worn from 

hugging.

Reading 3.1A, Item C Stimulus Material 1 
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A slide  
 

RdgLit.3.1A, Item C Stimulus Material 3 

 

A stuffed dog 
 

RdgLit.3.1A, Item C Stimulus Material 2 

 

A gray cat 
 

RdgLit.3.1A, Item C Stimulus Material 4 


